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Every Child Matters is fundamental to the curriculum, which should enable all young people to become:
−− Successful learners who enjoy learning, make progress and achieve.
−− Confident individuals who are able to lead safe, healthy and fulfilling lives.
−− Responsible citizens who make a positive contribution to society.

Below we have provided a list of cross-curricular links and references to the PLTS which you may find useful as you plan a balanced 
and engaging curriculum for young people in your establishment, which supports the ECM agenda.

These sessions are the result of extensive pilot work with a range of students and schools; therefore you may have confidence that the 
activities outlined are purposeful and driven by learning. The sessions are designed to be delivered with pace, and activities should be 
snappy and energetic.  

Drama 

These lessons encourage students to:
−− Work imaginatively and creatively in collaborative contexts; 

generating, developing and communicating ideas.
−− Consider and explore the impact of social, historical and 

cultural influences on drama texts and activities.
−− Reflect on and evaluate their own work and the work of 

others.
−− Develop and demonstrate competence in a range of 

practical, creative and performance skills.
−− Actively engage in the process of dramatic study in order to 

develop as effective and independent learners and as critical 
and reflective thinkers with enquiring minds.

−− Explorative strategies
−− Narrating
−− Role play
−− Forum theatre
−− Rehearsal techniques
−− Laban techniques
−− Clowning techniques 

−− The drama medium
−− The use of sound and/or music
−− The use of space and/or levels
−− The use of movement, mime and gesture
−− The use of voice
−− The use of spoken language

−− The elements of drama
−− Action/plot/content
−− Climax/anti-climax
−− Rhythm/pace/tempo
−− Contrasts
−− Characterisation

English 

These lessons encourage students to:
−− Use imagination to convey themes, ideas and arguments, 

solve problems, and create settings, moods and characters.
−− Express complex ideas and information clearly, precisely and 

accurately in spoken communication.
−− Make fresh connections between ideas, experiences, texts and words.
−− Use creative approaches to answer questions, solve problems 

and develop ideas.
−− Connect ideas, themes and issues.
−− Reflect and comment critically on their own and others’ 

performances.
−− Respond critically, constructively and cogently in order to 

clarify points and challenge ideas.
−− Take different roles in organising, planning and sustaining 

discussion in a range of formal and informal contexts.

−− Work purposefully in groups, negotiating and building on the 
contributions of others to complete tasks or reach consensus.

−− Take part in informal and formal group or pair discussions, 
requiring them to take on a range of roles.

−− Use a range of dramatic approaches to explore complex 
ideas, texts and issues in scripted and improvised work.

−− Select different dramatic techniques to convey action, 
character, atmosphere and tension, and justify choices.

−− Evaluate drama performances that they have watched or 
taken part in.

−− Take part in individual and group improvisation and performance.
−− Explore texts that enable them to make connections between 

experiences across time and literary traditions.
−− Select different dramatic techniques to convey action, 

character, atmosphere and tension, and justify choices.
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Independent enquirers
Young people:
−− Explore issues, events or problems from different 

perspectives.
−− Consider the influence of circumstances, beliefs and feelings 

on decisions and events.
−− Support conclusions, using reasoned arguments and 

evidence.

creative thinkers
Young people:
−− Generate ideas and explore possibilities.
−− Ask questions to extend their thinking.
−− Connect their own and others’ ideas and experiences in 

inventive ways.
−− Question their own and others’ assumptions.
−− Try out alternatives or new solutions and follow ideas 

through.
−− Adapt ideas as circumstances change.

Team workers
Young people:
−− Collaborate with others to work towards common goals.
−− Reach agreements, managing discussions to achieve results. 
−− Adapt behaviour to suit different roles and situations, 

including leadership roles.
−− Show fairness and consideration to others.
−− Take responsibility, showing confidence in themselves and 

their contribution.
−− Provide constructive support and feedback to others.

reflective learners
Young people:
−− Invite feedback and deal positively with praise, setbacks and 

criticism.
−− Communicate their learning in relevant ways for different 

audiences. 

Self-managers
Young people:
−− Work towards goals, showing initiative, commitment and 

perseverance.
−− Organise time and resources, prioritising actions.
−− Anticipate, take and manage risks.
−− Manage their emotions, and build and maintain relationships.

Effective participators
Young people:
−− Propose practical ways forward, breaking these down into 

manageable steps.
−− Identify improvements that would benefit others as well as 

themselves.
−− Try to influence others, negotiating and balancing diverse 

views to reach workable solutions.

personal, learning and thinking skills which are supported and developed by the 
Bridge 4 sessions: 
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prospero’s Island

1.1 The Storm

Students create a soundscape of the storm.

nB  This first exercise requires you to create an atmosphere in the room and develop the students’ focus which is why there is no 
 introduction to the exercise. The discussion will happen afterwards.

−➜ Start playing the music before the students enter the space.
−➜ Bring students into the space quietly and ask them to stand in a circle; without talking and take a moment to look at everyone in 

the circle.
−➜ When everyone seems focused, start a simple rhythm response by making various rhythms using your body; eg stamping, 

slapping your legs, clapping, etc and after each one that you do, the group should copy your rhythm in response. Your assistant 
can set up the response so that you don’t need to give an explicit instruction.

−➜ Once it has built to a crescendo, stop and allow a moment of silence then physically drop into a crouch; the group should imitate 
you.

−➜ From crouching, start to build up the storm by going through the following actions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

−➜ Allow a moment of silence then move straight into the next exercise.

 Duration

 Equipment

−✔ Worksheet 1: Prospero’s Story (for your use)
−✔ Appropriate atmospheric music (optional)

 outcomes

 Aims

−✔ To explore the setting of the play.
−✔ To imaginatively create the world of the play.

−✔ To use improvisation to develop a understanding of 
Prospero and his power.

−✔ Students will know the characters in The Tempest.
−✔ Students will be able to create a soundscape.
−✔ Students will be able to react spontaneously and imaginatively to the island setting and the character of Prospero.

 Additional

−▲ For the majority of these exercises, it would be useful to have another member of staff or assistant present.

−✔ The session will last approximately one hour though it can be extended as required.

1. Rub hands together
2. Tap fingertips on the floor
3. Patting the floor
4. (Standing up slowly) patting your legs/arms/chest
5. (Once stood) clapping
6. (Moving in – making the circle smaller) 

clapping and stamping

7. (Moving out) clapping and stamping
8. Clapping
9. (Slowly crouching) patting your legs/arms/chest
10. (Once crouched) patting the floor
11. Tap fingertips on the floor
12. Rub hands together
13. And stop
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1.2 prospero’s Story

Students develop an understanding of how Prospero and Miranda came to be on the island.

−➜ Step into the circle and begin to deliver Prospero’s speech from Act I, scene II (using Worksheet 1: Prospero’s Story).
−➜ As certain characters are mentioned (as highlighted in the speech) gesture to a student and invite them forward so that they 

represent that character (your assistant can do this for you if present). Each time that character is referenced again, ensure that 
the representative student is gestured to once more.

−➜ Once the speech is complete, take a moment to look round the circle then step back to join the circle.
−➜ Allow the mood to break and invite students to sit down.
−➜ Explain who they’ve just met (Prospero) and explain that The Tempest is essentially his story. Open a discussion to establish what 

the students have learned from his speech. Suggested question could include:
−− What has happened to Prospero?
−− Who else did we meet?
−− What do we think about the characters we have met?

−➜ Highlight that the speech ends with Prospero explaining why he raised the storm and make the link with the opening activity 
that the students took part in.

−➜ Ensure that all students are clear that everything Prospero speaks of happened before the start of the play and now they are all 
on this island.

1.3 The Island

−➜ Explain that they will now get a chance to explore the island but first they need to know more about it.
−➜ Split the group down the middle and label each group A and B. 
−➜ Using your assistant, go to each group and give them information about the island: 

 
To Group A (they should have a negative view of the island)

−− It feels like there’s a menacing presence.
−− The island is ugly and unpleasant.
−− Despite being in a shipwreck, their clothes are clean which is scary.
−− The island is full of strange sounds which are unnerving.

 To Group B (they should have a positive view of the island)
−− It feels like there’s a protective presence.
−− The island is beautiful and like a paradise.
−− Despite being in a shipwreck, their clothes are clean which is great.
−− The island is full of wonderful noises. 

−➜ In each group, number the students from 1 upwards.
−➜ Bring both groups back together and explain that when you say their number, they should find a space in their room with their 

partner and sit down.
−➜ Call out each number and allow time for each pair to find a space.
−➜ Explain that they are going to improvise a scene where they will get the chance to explore the island. 
−➜ When you clap, they will wake up suddenly on the island and discover the person next to them (who they know). They should 

then explore the island with their partner, describing to each other what they see, hear, smell, etc and how it feels to be there.
−➜ Tell them that they can’t see anyone else except their partner.
−➜ Begin the exercise and allow students time to explore, offering support if needed. This should last no more than four minutes.
−➜ Once completed, bring everyone together and discuss the exercise. Suggested questions could include:

−− how did you find that experience? 
−− how many of you could picture the island? 
−− What did you discover? Was it surprising?

−➜ Explain the following regarding the relevance of the exercise:
−− As actors, it’s really important to be able to visualise the world that we will be inhabiting; the staging can’t be 

realistic so if an actor doesn’t believe in their world, the audience won’t.
−− In the world of the play, this island is a character of its own and also an extension of Prospero; for the characters, 

normal rules don’t apply in terms of the island and its inhabitants.
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1.4 prospero – Master of the Island

−➜ Explain that Prospero has much power; he creates the storm which brings everyone to the island. He can also control people and 
often makes his daughter fall asleep, and he controls the actions of his servants. 

−➜ The next exercise allows them to explore this power by putting themselves in Prospero’s shoes.
−➜ Organise students into groups of four or five and ask them to find a space.
−➜ Ask them to label themselves A, B, C, etc.
−➜ Explain that everyone except A are noblemen that have been shipwrecked on the island and therefore must improvise setting up 

camp for the night.
−➜ A is Prospero who is invisible to the others but is able to control them and the world around them either physically or by saying 

what is happening; eg he can tap people on their shoulders or tell them that it is raining; they must react to both types of 
instructions. 

−➜ Remind them that actors must be careful with one another in exercises like this but also that they should play with the situation 
and their responses.

−➜ Begin the exercise and allow up to two minutes of improvisation.
−➜ Once complete, highlight any particular moments that you felt were interesting.
−➜ Change Prospero to another member of the group and allow them another two minutes to improvise. Repeat as often as time 

allows.
−➜ Bring everyone into a circle once the exercise is completed and discuss what they experienced. Suggested questions could 

include:
−− To Prospero – how did it feel to have that power?
−− To the others – how did it feel to be controlled?

1.5  plenary

Students reflect on what they have learnt about the opening of the play and the characters they have met, particularly Prospero.

−➜ Stand students in a circle and ask them to complete the sentence ‘I know....’ and ask them to voice one thing they know about 
Prospero OR the island. 
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using Laban

2.1 Iambic pentameter call and response

Students gain an understanding of Iambic Pentameter through a call and response exercise. 

−➜ Organise students into a standing circle and ask them to repeat after you. 
−➜ Starting simply, work through various rhythms using your body to create the beat; eg slapping your legs, clapping, etc and after 

each one that you do, the group should copy your movements in response.
−➜ Allow the rhythms to become more complicated though they shouldn’t catch out the students; it should become rhythmic in 

terms of your actions and their responses.
−➜ Eventually, change the rhythm to a vocal call and response of iambic pentameter (da dum da dum da dum da dum da dum).
−➜ Move through the lines on the next page line by line as call and response. 

 

 Duration

 Equipment

−✔ Worksheet 2: Laban Qualities (sliced and displayed in the room)
−✔ Worksheet 3: Ariel and Caliban Text (to be sliced and distributed as necessary)

 outcomes

 Aims

−✔ To gain an understanding of iambic pentameter.
−✔ To physically explore the text using Laban.

−✔ To introduce Laban techniques for exploring the  
characters of Ariel and Cailban.

−✔ Students will be able to confidently speak in iambic pentameter. 
−✔ Students will use Laban techniques to explore and create a character. 
−✔ Students will be able to explain how these techniques are useful to an actor. 

−✔ The session will last approximately one hour though it can be extended as required.
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−➜ Once completed, discuss with students what they understood of that exercise and iambic pentameter in general. Ensure that 
they understand the following:

−− The rhythm is like a heartbeat in order to physically effect the audience sometimes without them consciously 
knowing.

−− The changes in rhythm often highlight a change in mood or a break from the norm.
−− When characters speak in prose or a different rhythm, it tells the audience something else about what’s going on.
−− It wasn’t just Shakespeare who used it.

˘	 /									˘										/				˘					/									˘					/			˘				/	
In	Shakespeare	people	speak	within	ten	beats

˘	 					 		/	 ˘					/						˘						/	 		˘						/							˘		/	
Throughout	the	play	this	rhythm	then	repeats

˘	 			/						˘							/		˘				/								˘							/							˘			/	
The	language	it	all	flows	from	note	to	note

˘					/							˘				/									˘				/							˘					/						˘		/	
But	then	he	might	surprise	you	with	a	change

˘						/									˘		/	 	
And	break	it	up.	

˘				/					˘					/							˘							/								˘					/		˘			/	˘							
Or	add	another	beat	that’s	not	expected.

˘								/								˘		/							˘		/		˘						/							˘	/	
Then	bring	it	back	together	once	again	
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2.2 Introducing Laban

Students are introduced to the main qualities of Laban.

−➜ Explain to the students that the majority of characters in The Tempest are recognisably of this world but the island also is 
inhabited by other-worldly characters who are less recognisable; therefore are physically very different which presents a 
challenge for the actors playing them.

−− Tell students about the Laban technique; that it’s a physical method used by actors across the world to help inhabit 
more unusual characters.

−➜ Ask participants to find a space in the room and, using Worksheet 2: Laban Qualities, take them through the qualities one by 
one in the following order.

−− Flick; Punch; Press; Glide; Float; Dab; Slash; Wring.
−➜ For each quality, their movements should be small initially but then, under your guidance, they should explore what happens 

when the movement is made bigger and taken into the whole body.
−➜ Allow up to one minute’s exploration for each quality.
−➜ After each quality has been explored, ask students to comment on how it made them feel and which characters (not just from 

the play) they could imagine having that quality.
−➜ Once all qualities have been explored, ask the students to feedback on the experience and to comment on this technique.

2.3 Exploring Laban

Students explore what they have learnt of Laban to physically create the characters of Ariel and Caliban.

−➜ Ask each student to find a space in the room and to close their eyes whilst you tell them the following:
−− Ariel: is a spirit of the air, a servant, he can be invisible, he’s playful and he plays tricks.

−➜ Invite them to open their eyes and start to move in the space as Ariel using the information that they have been given and 
playing with different qualities. They should be encouraged to try to use up to two qualities at a time.

−➜ Allow this to continue for up to one minute.
−➜ Explain that the next stage is to apply text and that they will now learn a line said by Ariel. State the line ‘I drink the air before 

me’ and ask them to repeat it.
−➜ Once all students are familiar with the line, explain that they should now incorporate the line into their movement. They should 

move about the space, still playing with different qualities, and when they feel it is right, they should say the line. This should be 
repeated as many times as they feel like.

−➜ Allow this to continue for up to one minute.
−➜ Once completed, ask them to find a space and to shake off the character of Ariel; explain that they will now be working with a 

different other-worldly character from the play.
−➜ Ask them to stand still and close their eyes whilst you tell them the following:

−− caliban: is the son of a witch, a reluctant servant, has been described as a monster by other characters but loves 
this island.

−➜ Invite them to open their eyes and start to move in the space as Caliban using the information that they have been given and 
playing with different qualities. They should be encouraged to try to use up to two qualities at a time.

−➜ Allow this to continue for up to one minute.
−➜ Explain that the next stage is to apply text and that they will now learn a line said by Caliban. State the line ‘This island’s mine, 

by Sycorax my mother’ and ask them to repeat it.
−➜ Once all students are familiar with the line, explain that they should now incorporate the line into their movement. They should 

move about the space, still playing with different qualities, and when they feel it is right, they should say the line. This should be 
repeated as many times as they feel like.

−➜ Allow this to continue for up to one minute.
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2.4 Applying Laban

Students apply the Laban qualities through the text of the characters of Ariel and Caliban.

−➜ Explain to the students that they have now really started to take the characters into their bodies using the Laban qualities and 
the use of a line has helped this; however, the next stage is to use a more substantial piece of text in order to fully inhabit these 
characters.

−➜ Explain that they will have the opportunity to either explore Caliban or Ariel; you will read out a section of text from both 
characters and then they can decide which character they wish to work on after hearing them.

−➜ Read out the two sections of text (see Worksheet 3: Ariel and Caliban Text).
−➜ Ask those participants who wish to be Ariel to move to one side of the room; those who wish to be Caliban should move to the 

other side.
−➜ Give out the appropriate text to each student and ask them to find a space in the room.
−➜ Allow them all up to two minutes to read through the text individually and start exploring how they might perform their selected 

text.
−➜ Explain that as actors, it’s very difficult to work as individuals as actors need feedback on what they are doing. Usually, this 

feedback comes from a director but initially, they will work in pairs and offer feedback to each other before introducing their 
work to the whole group at which point you will act as director.

−➜ Organise students into pairs so that each pair contains an ‘Ariel’ and a ‘Caliban’ ideally.
−➜ Explain that they will now take it in turns to perform their speech to their partner, using Laban and playing with different 

approaches; their partner should watch critically and offer detailed feedback so that the performance changes each time.
−➜ Each student should have three minutes to play with their performance; then swap to the other student in the pair.

2.5 plenary

Students are encouraged to discuss what they have learned in the session about iambic pentameter and Laban, and also to reflect on 
how it may help them as performers.

−➜ Ask everyone to sit where they are and encourage volunteers to show what they have discovered; where possible, offer direction 
after each student and ask them to perform again taking that direction into account. See as many students as time will allow.

−➜ Discuss with the students what they have learned and invite them to comment on how it could be useful in their performances. 
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Audience Awareness

3.1 physical/Vocal Warm up

To ensure that students are physically/vocally warmed up in preparation for working with Shakespeare.

−➜ Ask students to find a space in the room and make sure that they can see you.
−➜ Explain that professional actors always ensure that they are physically and vocally ready to rehearse and these exercises will help 

them to do this.
−➜ Ensure that all exercises are done from standing in neutral – feet under your hips; arms by your side; shoulders down; looking 

straight ahead.
−➜ Lead students through the following exercises:

 Equipment

−✔ Worksheet 4: Antonio and Sebastian Duologue (to be distributed)
−✔ Worksheet 5: Clowning Scene from The Tempest (to be distributed)

 outcomes

 Aims

−✔ To explore the text of the play.
−✔ To explore performance techniques whilst using text.

−✔ To use clowning to explore the humour and physicality in 
the play.

−✔ Students will be able to use a range of rehearsal techniques to enhance their performances. 
−✔ Students will experiment with a range of clowning techniques, and demonstrate their understanding through performance. 

 Duration

−✔ The session will last approximately one hour though it can be extended as required.

 physical 

−➜ Stretch as though you’ve just got out of bed (it’s fine to yawn!)
−➜ Shake out your whole body.
−➜ Rag doll – reach high into the air, stretching up and on 

tip-toes; then flop down, bending at the waist so fingers 
touch the floor and sway there; lift up slowly, uncurling 
the back and ensuring your head is the last part to come 
up (repeat two or three times).

−➜ Slowly, look down – look to the left – look up – look to the 
right (repeat several times and then do the other way).

−➜ Massage your face.
−➜ Pigs and rabbits: pigs – scrunch your face up as tight as 

possible; rabbits – open your mouth and eyes as fully as 
possible. Move between them several times.

−➜ Breathing – inhale to a count of 3 – hold for 3 – exhale 
to a count of 3. Repeat several times. Then increase to a 
count of 5, 8, 10 (though still only hold your breath for a 
count of 3).

−➜ Stick your tongue out as far as possible and then bring it 
back in. Repeat several times.

 Vocal (Repeat each exercise as necessary)

−➜ Blow through your lips and make a noise like a siren (up 
and down the scale). 

−➜ Hum for 5 seconds (allowing the sound to resonate in 
your lips, head and chest) then open your mouth to make 
a full, open ‘aaaahhhhh’ sound.

−➜ Work through the vowel sounds (a, e, i , o, u) stretching 
your face as fully as possible with each sound.

−➜ Work through the following consonants saying each one 
at least ten times with energy, in this order

−− B(uh), D(uh), G(uh), P(uh), T(uh), K(uh) 

nB This is not a comprehensive warm up so can be added  
 to as appropriate. 
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3.2 Antonio and Sebastian

−➜ Remind students of the characters that they have already met (Prospero, Ariel and Caliban) and explain that these are all 
inhabitants of the island; now it is time to met some of those who have been shipwrecked on the island.

−➜ Explain that two of the people that were shipwrecked hold particular interest (Antonio – Prospero’s brother who overthrew him 
– and Sebastian – the brother of the King of Naples). Even on this island, they can’t stop their scheming ways as in the scene 
that they are about to look at, Antonio tries to persuade Sebastian to overthrow Sebastian’s brother in order to become King.

−➜ Give out the scene (Worksheet 4: Antonio and Sebastian Duologue) and ask for two volunteers to read it; discuss the scene in 
order to ensure everyone’s understanding. 

−➜ Explain that they will now work through the text using various professional acting techniques in order to fully explore the scene. 
They should work in the pairs that they were in previously.

−➜ Organise the group into pairs and ask each pair to find a space.
−➜ Work through the following techniques one by one. Model each technique with a volunteer or your assistant before the students 

try it.
−− Students stand back to back and whisper the lines to one another.
−− Students stand ten feet apart but maintain the intensity of the previous technique.
−− Students can only move in certain directions – move forward / move backward / turn towards your partner / turn 

away from your partner. The impulse to move should be dictated by the meaning of the text.
−➜ Once all have been explored, discuss with students what they have discovered through using these techniques.
−➜ Organise the group into an audience and ask for a volunteer pair to perform the scene. 
−➜ Explain to the group that the scene isn’t complete without the sleeping King who Antonio and Sebastian are talking about; ask 

for a volunteer to be the sleeping King and place them downstage centre.
−➜ Ask the students to suggest what the actors should be thinking of during this scene. Ensure that you get the following 

responses:
−− As performers – the audience needs to hear what’s being said.
−− As characters – they have to be physically close enough to the king to be able to kill him.
−− The King is sleeping lightly so if their voices are raised or they make too much noise, he could wake up and catch 

them – which would mean their deaths!
−➜ Ask the sleeping King to move in his sleep as a warning if the actors get too loud or too obvious; ask the audience to raise their 

hands if they can’t hear the actors clearly.
−➜ Once complete, ask the audience for feedback and suggestions on how to ensure that there is tension in the scene.
−➜ Allow more than one pair to perform if time allows. 

 

3.3 Basic clowning

Using various clowning techniques, students develop a further understanding of stage craft.

−➜ Explain that as much of Shakespeare’s play had serious content, he would often write characters in scenes that were funny and 
lightened the mood of the play through more physical work and a strong awareness of the audience.

−➜ Tell them that they are now going to explore the realm of clowning within the world of The Tempest as there are some key 
moments where the actors will have rehearsed using clowning techniques; assure them that these exercises will help them to find 
their own inner clown and the more brave they are during the exercises, the more they will get out of them.

−➜ Take them through the following activities using volunteers from the group: 

−− clapping Game (playing with pleasing the audience):
−− Ask for one volunteer to leave the room. 
−− Once they have left, explain to the remaining students that they need to decide on a simple task for the volunteer 

to do (eg lie down in the centre of the room) but they can’t tell the volunteer – all they can do is indicate if they are 
getting it right through clapping; clap more rapidly when the volunteer is getting close; clap less if they start to get 
it wrong. 

−− Bring the volunteer back in and explain that they have a task to do but the only clue they will get is through the 
audience applause; more means they are on the right lines, less clapping means they need to do something else.

−− Allow the exercise to run until the volunteer gets it right.
−− When finished, ask for feedback on what worked? and when did we most enjoy what the volunteer  

was doing?
−− Repeat with two or three more volunteers.
−− Explain that this exercise shows how appealing it is when a performer is trying to please an audience but doesn’t 

know how to.
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−− Giving a gift  (playing with failure)
−− Ask for two volunteers and ask them to label themselves A and B.
−− A is going to try to give B a gift (the more mundane the gift, the better; eg a biro); A must think it’s the most 

amazing gift and really believe that B should have it. No matter what, A must keep trying to find ways for B to have 
the gift but always in a positive way. B does not want the gift and can be quite cruel in dismissing B. Neither A nor B 
must be physical with each other.

−− Allow the exercise to run for as long as seems appropriate.
−− When finished, ask for feedback on what worked and when did we most enjoy what A/B were doing.
−− Repeat with another pair of volunteers.
−− Explain that this exercise shows how failing to do what you need to do can be great to watch. 

−− Stand, Sit, Lie (playing with physicality)
−− Ask for three volunteers and ask them to label themselves A, B and C.
−− Tell them during the scene, one person must be stood, one person must be sat and one person must be lying down.
−− Explain that the first stage is to practice with just the physicality so without words, they should play with someone 

always being stood, sat or lying down. This means that whenever a player changes position, one of the other players 
must also change position to maintain the balance.

−− Allow them to do this for no more than 30 seconds.
−− Explain that the next stage is to improvise a scene whilst remembering that someone must always be stood, sat or 

lying down. Set up a scenario (eg three friends getting ready for a party) and allow them to improvise for no more 
than one minute.

−− The final stage is that they should continue the scene but now must also incorporate the following; A dislikes B, B 
does whatever C says and C is friends with A.

−− Allow them to play with this for no more than one minute.
−− When finished, ask for feedback on what worked and when did we most enjoy what A/B/C were doing.
−− Explain that clowning can be very physical and even basic ideas like that can change the scene and make it more 

comic.

3.4 clowning Scene

Students work with a scene from the play to explore using these techniques with text.

−➜ Explain to the students that they will now get the opportunity to play with these skills by acting out a scene from the play. 
−➜ Bring the group into a circle and give each student the scene (Worksheet 5: Clowning in The Tempest)
−➜ Explain that the characters in the scene are Caliban, Ariel, Stephano (a Butler) and Trinculo (a Jester). Caliban would like 

Stephano to be his new master and plots with him to get rid of Prospero; Stephano would like this. Trinculo and Caliban don’t 
get on and Ariel is invisible so causes mischief.

−➜ Ask for four volunteers to read the scene.
−➜ Discuss it, ensuring everyone’s understanding and pinpointing any moments which could be highlighted as ripe for comedy.
−➜ Organise the students into groups of four and ask them to find a space; they should cast the piece and read through the scene 

again.
−➜ Once they have read through, remind them of the three elements of clowning that they have learned about (pleasing the 

audience, playing with failure and physicality) and ask that they ensure these elements are evident in their pieces.
−➜ Allow them up to ten minutes (if necessary) to work on their scenes.

3.5 plenary

Students discuss what they have learnt about the other characters in the play and also the comedy including how clowning can be 
effective.

−➜ Organise the students into an audience and watch as many scenes as time allows.
−➜ Ask students to highlight any particular moments which worked particularly well after each showing.
−➜ Encourage students to discuss what they have learned about clowning and the effect it can have on an audience. Also, ask them 

to reflect what they have discovered about the world of this play and the characters they have met.



prospero’s Story
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WorKShEET 1   BrIDGE 4: ThE TEMpEST

Twelve year since, Miranda, twelve year since, I
Was Duke of Milan; and thou my only heir, 
My brother and thy uncle, called Antonio – 
I pray thee mark me, that a brother should 
Be so perfidious – he, whom next thyself 
Of all the world I loved, and to him put 
The manage of my state, as at that time
The government I cast upon my brother, 
In my false brother 
Awaked an evil nature; 
He thinks me now incapable; confederates – 
So dry he was for sway – wi’th’King of naples 
This King of Naples, being an enemy 
To me inveterate, hearkens my brother’s suit, 
Which was, that he, 
Should presently extirpate me and mine 
Out of the dukedom, and confer fair Milan, 
With all the honours, on my brother.  
Fated to th’purpose did Antonio open 
The gates of Milan, and i’th’dead of darkness, 
The ministers for th’purpose hurried thence 
Me, and thy crying self. 
In few, they hurried us some leagues to sea, 
There they hoist us 
To th’sea,
To th’winds
By Providence divine. 
Some food we had, and some fresh water, that 
A noble Neapolitan, Gonzalo, 
Out of his charity did give us,
Knowing I loved my books, he furnished me 
From mine own library, with volumes that 
I prize above my dukedom. 
Here in this island we arrived, 
My reason 
For raising this sea-storm? 
It hath mine enemies 
Brought to this shore;
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WorKShEET 2  BrIDGE 4: ThE TEMpEST

    Flick
                      Punch
            Press
  Glide
                         Float
           Dab
                      Slash
    Wring

Laban Qualities
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WorKShEET 3   BrIDGE 4: ThE TEMpEST

 Ariel and caliban Text

ArIEL  Before you can say ‘come’ and ‘go’, 
And breathe twice, and cry ‘so, so,’ 
Each one tripping on his toe, 
Will be here with mop and mow. 
Do you love me master? No?

cALIBAn  All the infections that the sun sucks up 
From bogs, fens, flats, on Prosper fall, and make him 
By inch-meal a disease. His spirits hear me, 
And yet I needs must curse. 



 Antonio and Sebastian Duologue 
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WorKShEET 4   BrIDGE 4: ThE TEMpEST

AnTonIo  Worthy Sebastian, O, what might? – No more.  
And yet, methinks I see it in thy face,  
What thou shouldst be. Th’occasion speaks thee, and  
My strong imagination sees a crown  
Dropping upon thy head. 

SEBASTIAn  What? Art thou waking? 

AnTonIo  Do you not hear me speak? 

SEBASTIAn  I do, and surely  
It is a sleepy language, and thou speak’st  
Out of thy sleep.

AnTonIo  Noble Sebastian,  
Thou let’st thy fortune sleep. O, that you bore  
The mind that I do! What a sleep were this  
For your advancement! Do you understand me? 

SEBASTIAn  Methinks I do. 

AnTonIo  And how does your content  
Tender your own good fortune? 

SEBASTIAn  I remember  
You did supplant your brother Prospero.  

AnTonIo  True;  
And look how well my garments sit upon me,  
Much feater than before.  My brother’s servants  
Were then my fellows, now they are my men. 

SEBASTIAn  But for your conscience? 

AnTonIo  Ay, sir: where lies that? Here lies your brother,  
No better than the earth he lies upon,  
If he were that which now he’s like – that’s dead; 

SEBASTIAn  Dear friend,  
As thou got’st Milan,  
I’ll come by Naples. Draw thy sword; 
And I the king shall love thee.  

AnTonIo  Draw together:  
And when I rear my hand, do you the like. 



 clowning Scene from The Tempest
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WorKShEET 5  BrIDGE 4: ThE TEMpEST

cALIBAn  Wilt thou be pleased to hearken once again to the suit I made to thee?

STEphAno  Marry will I. Kneel, and repeat it. I will stand, and so shall Trinculo.

[Enter ARIEL, invisible]

cALIBAn  As I told thee before, I am subject to a tyrant, a sorcerer, that 
by his cunning hath cheated me of the island.

ArIEL  Thou liest.

cALIBAn  [to Trinculo] Thou liest, thou jesting monkey thou. I would 
my valiant master would destroy thee. I do not lie.

TrIncuLo  Why, I said nothing.

STEphAno  Mum then, and no more. [To Caliban] Proceed.

cALIBAn  I say by sorcery he got this isle; 
From me he got it. If thy greatness will 
Revenge it on him – for I know thou dar’st, 
But this thing dare not – 
Thou shalt be lord of it, and I’ll serve thee.

STEphAno  How now shall this be compassed? Canst thou bring me to the party?

cALIBAn  Yea, yea, my lord, I’ll yield him thee asleep, 
Where thou mayst knock a nail into his head.

ArIEL  Thou liest, thou canst not.

cALIBAn  What a pied ninny’s this? [To Trinculo] Thou scurvy patch! 
[To Stephano] I do beseech thy greatness give him blows, 
And take his bottle from him. 

STEphAno  Trinculo, run into no further danger. Interrupt the monster 
one word further, and by this hand, I’ll turn my mercy out o’doors, 
and make a stockfish of thee.

TrIncuLo  Why, what did I? I did nothing. I’ll go farther off.

STEphAno  Didst thou not say he lied?

ArIEL  Thou liest.

STEphAno  Do I so? 
[Strikes TRINCULO] 
Take thou that! As you like this, give me the lie another time.

TrIncuLo  I did not give the lie. Out o’your wits, and hearing too? A 
pox o’your bottle! This can sack and drinking do. A murrain on 
your monster, and the devil take your fingers!

cALIBAn  Ha, ha, ha!

STEphAno  This will prove a brave kingdom to me.

cALIBAn  When Prospero is destroyed.

STEphAno  That shall be by and by.


